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Abstract
A sequential dynamical system (SDS) over a domain D is a triple (G;F; ), where (i)
G(V; E) is an undirected graph with n nodes with each node having a state value from D, (ii)
F = {f1; f2; : : : ; fn} is a set of local transition functions with fi denoting the local transition
function associated with node vi and (iii)  is a permutation of (i.e., a total order on) the nodes
in V . A single SDS transition is obtained by updating the states of the nodes in V by evaluating
the function associated with each of them in the order given by .
We consider reachability problems for SDSs with restricted local transition functions. Our
main intractability results show that the reachability problems for SDSs are PSPACE-complete
when either of the following restrictions hold: (i) F consists of both simple-threshold-functions
and simple-inverted-threshold functions, or (ii) F consists only of threshold-functions that use
weights in an asymmetric manner. Moreover, the results hold even for SDSs whose underlying
graphs have bounded node degree and bounded pathwidth. Our lower bound results also extend
to reachability problems for Hop<eld networks and communicating <nite state machines.
On the positive side, we show that when F consists only of threshold functions that use
weights in a symmetric manner, reachability problems can be solved e=ciently provided all the
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weights are strictly positive and the ratio of the largest to the smallest weight is bounded by a
polynomial function of the number of nodes.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. De:nition of a sequential dynamical system
We study the computational complexity of reachability problems for sequential
dynamical systems (SDSs), a new class of discrete <nite dynamical systems intro-
duced in [5,26]. Formally, a sequential dynamical system S over a given domain D
of state values is a triple (G;F; ), whose components are as follows:
(1) G(V; E) is a <nite undirected graph without multi-edges or self loops. G is referred
to as the underlying graph of S. We use n to denote |V | and m to denote |E|.
The nodes of G are numbered using the integers 1; 2; : : : ; n.
(2) For each node i of G, F speci<es a local transition function, denoted by fi.
This function maps Di+1 into D, where i is the degree of node i. Letting N (i)
denote the set consisting of node i itself and its neighbors, each parameter of fi
corresponds to a member of N (i).
(3) Finally,  is a permutation of {1; 2; : : : ; n} specifying the order in which nodes
update their states using their local transition functions. Alternatively,  can be
envisioned as a total order on the set of nodes.
A con:guration C of S can be interchangeably regarded as an n-vector (c1; c2; : : : ;
cn), where each ci ∈D, 16i6n, or as a function C :V →D. From the <rst perspective,
ci is the state value of node i in con<guration C, and from the second perspective,
C(i) is the state value of node i in con<guration C.
Computationally, each step of an SDS (i.e., the transition from one con<guration to
another), involves n substeps, where the nodes are processed in the sequential order
speci<ed by permutation . The “processing” of a node consists of computing the value
of the node’s local transition function and changing its state to the computed value.
The following pseudocode shows the computations involved in one transition:
for i=1 to n do
(i) Node (i) evaluates f(i). (This computation uses the current values of the
state of (i) and those of the neighbors of (i).) Let x denote the value computed.
(ii) Node (i) sets its state s(i) to x.
end-for
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1.2. Motivation
Our primary motivation for studying SDSs is to develop an axiomatic theory of
simulation systems which can be applied to the design of large scale socio-technical
simulations of national infrastructures such as transportation, electrical power and com-
munication. The SDS model has been successfully used in the design of a large-scale
transportation simulation system called TRANSIMS 3 at the Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory.
Another motivation for studying SDSs is that they are closely related to some well-
known models used in dynamical systems, machine learning and distributed computing.
Thus, lower bounds on the computational complexity of deciding some properties of
SDSs yield as direct corollaries analogous results for those models. The models include
the following:
(a) Classical cellular automata (CA) [37] and graph automata [27,23], which are a
widely studied class of dynamical systems in physics and complex systems.
(b) Discrete Hop<eld networks [19,10], which are a classical model for machine
learning, and
(c) Communicating <nite state machines [1,14,18,24], which are widely used to
model and verify distributed systems.
The main diPerence between graph automata and SDSs is that in the former, node
states are updated in parallel while in latter, they are updated in a speci<ed sequential
order. Recently, other authors [20,11,32] have also considered sequential updates. In
particular, Huberman and Glance [20] present experimental results to show that cer-
tain simulations of n-person games exhibit very diPerent (but probably more realistic)
dynamics when the cells are updated sequentially as opposed to when they are updated
in parallel.
Decidability issues for dynamical systems in general and for CA in particular have
been widely studied in the literature (see for example, the two edited volumes [37,16]).
In contrast, computational complexity questions arising in the study of <nite CA and
related dynamical systems have received comparatively less attention [35,33,15,13].
Here we study the computational complexity of several reachability problems for SDSs.
These are fundamental problems in the context of analyzing dynamical systems. Our re-
sults indicate that these questions are, in general, computationally intractable. However,
we identify several special classes of SDSs for which the questions can be answered
e=ciently.
2. Terminology and problem denitions
2.1. Additional SDS terminology
Let S=(G;F; ) denote an SDS over a domain D. We let FS denote the global
transition function associated with S. For any con<guration C, FS(C) gives the
3 TRANSIMS is an acronym for the “TRansportation ANalysis and SIMulation System”. For details,
see http://transims.tsasa.lanl.gov.
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con<guration reached by S in one step starting from C. This function can be viewed
either as a function that maps Dn into Dn or as a function that maps DV into DV . FS
represents the transitions between con<gurations, and can therefore be considered as
de<ning the dynamic behavior of SDS S. Recall that a con<guration C can be viewed
as a function that maps V into D. As a slight extension of this view, we use C(W )
to denote the states of the nodes in W ⊆V .
Let I denote the designated con<guration of S at time 0. Starting with I, the
con<guration of S after t steps (for t¿0) is denoted by (S;I; t). Note that (S;I; 0)
=I and (S;I; t+1)=FS((S;I; t)). Consequently, for all t¿0, (S;I; t)=F tS(I).
A :xed point of an SDS S is a con<guration C such that FS(C)=C. An SDS
S is said to cycle through a (<nite) sequence of con<gurations 〈C1;C2; : : : ;Cr〉 if
FS(C1)=C2, FS(C2)=C3; : : : ; FS(Cr−1)=Cr and FS(Cr)=C1. A <xed point is a
cycle involving only one con<guration.
The phase space PS of an SDS S is a directed graph de<ned as follows: There
is a node in PS for each con<guration of S. There is a directed edge from a node
representing con<guration C to that representing con<guration C′ if FS(C)=C′. In
such a case, we also say that con<guration C is a predecessor of con<guration C′.
Since SDSs are deterministic, each node in its phase space has an outdegree of 1. In
general, the phase space PS may have an in<nite number of nodes. When the domain
D of state values is <nite, the number of nodes in the phase space is |D|n.
2.2. Variations of the basic SDS model
The above de<nition of an SDS imposes no restrictions on either the domain D
of state values or the local transition functions, except that the range of each local
transition function must be a subset of D. SDSs that model simulation systems can
be obtained by appropriately restricting D and=or the local transition functions. We
use the notation “(x; y)-SDS” to denote an SDS where ‘x’ speci<es the restriction
on the domain and ‘y’ speci<es the restriction on the local transition functions. Some
restrictions studied in this paper are discussed below. Whenever possible, we prove our
hardness results for the most restricted SDS model, thereby obtaining stronger lower
bound results.
We assume that the Boolean domain consists of the two integers 0 and 1. The focus
of this paper is on SDSs over the Boolean domain with special classes of Boolean
local transition functions. We provide below the de<nitions (from [21]) of these special
classes and also introduce the notation for the corresponding restricted class of SDSs.
Denition 2.1. A symmetric Boolean function is one whose value does not depend on
the order in which the inputs are speci<ed; that is, the function value depends only on
how many of its inputs are 1.
Denition 2.2. Given two Boolean vectors X =〈x1; x2; : : : ; xq〉 and Y =〈y1; y2; : : : ; yq〉,
de<ne the relation “6” as follows: X6Y if xi6yi, 16i6q. A q-input Boolean func-
tion f is monotone if X6Y implies that f(X )6f(Y ).
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Denition 2.3. A k-simple-threshold function takes on the value 1 if at least k of the
Boolean inputs have value 1; otherwise, the value of the function is 0. A k-simple-
inverted-threshold function is the negation of the k-simple-threshold function.
Threshold functions, which are a generalization of simple-threshold functions, are
de<ned as follows.
Denition 2.4. A q-input threshold function has q Boolean inputs x1; x2; : : : ; xq with
respective weights w1; w2; : : : ; wq, a Boolean output y and a threshold . The value of
y is 1 iP
∑q
i=1 wixi¿.
Barrett et al. [5], Mortveit and Reidys [26], Reidys [31] and Laubenbacher and
Pareigis [22] investigated mathematical properties of SDSs over the Boolean domain
with symmetric local transition functions. Indeed, in [5,26], where the SDS model
was introduced, it was assumed that the state values are Boolean and that the local
transition functions are symmetric. In our notation, an SDS over the Boolean domain
with symmetric local transition functions is referred to as a (BOOL, SYM)-SDS. The
use of symmetric functions is one way of capturing “mean <eld ePects” in statistical
physics and other large-scale systems. A similar assumption has been made in [7].
When the local transition functions are monotone (but not necessarily symmetric), we
denote the corresponding class of SDSs by (BOOL,MON)-SDS.
We use the notation (BOOL, ST)-SDS for the class of SDSs where each local transi-
tion function is a simple-threshold function. When the set of local transition functions
of an SDS is allowed to consist of both simple-threshold and simple-inverted-threshold
functions, the resulting class of SDSs is denoted by (BOOL, SIT)-SDS.
The class of SDSs over the Boolean domain where each local transition function
is a threshold function is denoted by (BOOL, AWT)-SDS. In such SDSs, the weights
used in the local transition functions at the two nodes of an edge may not be equal.
A useful subclass of (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs are those in which the weights used in local
transition functions are symmetric; that is, for each edge, the weights used by the local
transition functions at the two nodes of the edge are equal. We denote this subclass
of SDSs by (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs. As will be seen, permitting threshold functions that
use weights in an asymmetric manner changes the complexity of reachability problems
signi<cantly.
It is also of interest to consider dynamical system models obtained by modifying
some components of an SDS. One such model is a synchronous dynamical system
(SyDS), which is an SDS without the node permutation. In a SyDS, during each time
step, all the nodes synchronously evaluate their local transition functions and update
their state values. Thus, SyDSs are similar to classical CA with the diPerence that
the connectivity between cells is speci<ed by an arbitrary graph. The restrictions on
the domain of state values and local transition functions discussed for SDSs are also
applicable to SyDSs.
Table 1 summarizes the notation for the various restricted classes of SDSs considered
in this paper. We also use this notation for restricted classes of SyDSs.
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Table 1
Notation for restricted classes of SDSs
Notation Interpretation
(BOOL, SYM)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean and each local transition function is
symmetric.
(BOOL,MON)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean and each local transition function is
monotone.
(BOOL, ST)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean and each local transition function is
a simple-threshold function.
(BOOL, SIT)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean and each local transition function is
either a simple-threshold function or a simple-inverted-threshold
function.
(BOOL,AWT)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean and each local transition function is a
(weighted) threshold function. The weights used in the local
transition functions may be asymmetric; that is, the weights used
by the local transition functions at the two nodes of an edge may not
be equal.
(BOOL, SWT)-SDS Domain of state values is Boolean, each local transition function is a
(weighted) threshold function with symmetric weights; that is,
for each edge, the weights used in the local transition functions at the
two nodes of the edge are equal.
2.3. Problems considered
Throughout this paper, we assume that the domain of a given SDS (or SyDS) is
<nite and that each local transition function can be evaluated in polynomial time. The
focus of this paper is on the following reachability problems for SDSs.
(1) Given an SDS S over a domain D, two con<gurations I, B, and a positive integer
t, the t-REACHABILITY problem is to decide whether S starting in con<guration I
will reach con<guration B in t or fewer time steps. We assume that t is speci<ed
in binary. (If t is speci<ed in unary, it is easy to solve this problem in polynomial
time since we can execute S for t steps and check whether con<guration B is
reached at some step.)
(2) Given an SDS S over a domain D and two con<gurations I, B, the REACHABILITY
problem is to decide whether S starting in con<guration I ever reaches the con<g-
uration B. (Note that, for t¿|D|n, t-REACHABILITY is equivalent to
REACHABILITY.)
(3) Given an SDS S over a domain D and a con<guration I, the FIXED POINT
REACHABILITY problem is to decide whether S starting in con<guration I reaches
a <xed point.
In particular, we study how various restrictions on the local transition functions of
an SDS aPect the complexity of the above reachability problems. A summary of our
results for these problems is given in Section 3.
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3. Summary of results and their signicance
As mentioned earlier, we study the complexity of several reachability problems for
classes of SDSs over <nite domains. Our results include lower bounds (i.e., PSPACE-
hardness results) and upper bounds (i.e., polynomial time algorithms) on the complexity
of reachability problems for SDSs under various restrictions on the local transition
functions.
Lower bounds: Using a direct reduction from the acceptance problem for linear
bounded automata (LBA), we show that the t-REACHABILITY, REACHABILITY and FIXED
POINT REACHABILITY problems are PSPACE-complete for (BOOL, SIT)-SDSs. These re-
sults, in turn, allow us to show that the reachability problems remain PSPACE-
complete for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs as well. PSPACE-completeness results for (BOOL,
MON)-SDSs follow as direct corollaries of our PSPACE-completeness results for
(BOOL, AWT)-SDSs. Moreover, the results hold even under all of the following
restrictions.
(a) The maximum node degree in the underlying graph is a constant.
(b) The pathwidth (and hence the treewidth) of the underlying graph is a constant.
(c) The number of distinct local transition functions used is a constant.
In addition to the above restrictions, for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs, the hardness results hold
even when the ratio of the maximum to the minimum weight is a constant. These
hardness results can be viewed as indicating a trade-oP between (i) asymmetry in
information exchange between nodes (ii) the types of threshold functions that are suf-
<cient to make the problems computationally intractable and (iii) the structure of the
underlying graph.
Upper bounds: In contrast to the PSPACE-hardness results for (BOOL, AWT)-
SDSs, we show that reachability problems for (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs can be solved in
polynomial time when all the weights used in the local transition functions are pos-
itive and the ratio of the maximum weight to the minimum weight is bounded by a
polynomial in the size of the SDS. Note that the class of (BOOL, ST)-SDSs is a subset
of the class of (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs in which each weight is 1. Therefore, the result
for (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs also allows us to conclude that the reachability problems for
(BOOL, ST)-SDSs can be solved e=ciently.
Applications: The results presented in this paper imply appropriate lower bounds
for reachability problems under other dynamical system models. For instance, as
observed in Section 7, the simplicity of the local transition functions and the se-
quential update mechanism can be used to immediately imply the PSPACE-hardness
of appropriate reachability problems for simple classes of communicating <nite state
machines.
4. Related work
The SDS model for dynamical systems is related to two other models for dynamical
systems, namely discrete Hop<eld networks and cellular automata (CA). We discuss
the relationship to discrete Hop<eld networks <rst. In general, a discrete Hop<eld
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network consists of a directed graph with a state value from the domain {+1;−1}
for each node, a threshold for each node and a weight for each edge. The weights
may not be symmetric. The next state of a node v is determined by a function of its
current state, its threshold, the states of the neighbors which have an edge from v and
the weights of those edges. Reachability problems for discrete Hop<eld networks are
known to be PSPACE-complete under the parallel state update model [10]. To the
best of our knowledge, researchers have not considered how restrictions on the struc-
ture of the underlying graph aPect the complexity of reachability problems for Hop<eld
networks. Our hardness results for SDSs hold even when the maximum node degree
of the underlying graph is a constant. Using an elegant potential function argument, it
has been shown [9,10] that when the edge weights and node thresholds are integers,
Hop<eld networks under sequential updates reach a <xed point regardless of the initial
con<guration. Our results show that SDSs whose local transition functions are thresh-
old functions reach a <xed point when the threshold functions use the weights in a
symmetric manner.
Computational aspects of CA have been studied by a number of researchers (see
[25,37,16,15,35] and the references therein). However, most of the work addresses
computability issues for in<nite CA. Papers that are most relevant to our work are the
following.
(1) Sutner [35] characterizes the complexity of reachability and predecessor existence
problems for <nite CA.
(2) Moore [25] makes an important connection between unpredictability of dynamical
systems and undecidability of some of their properties. He argues that undecid-
ability is a much stronger form of unpredictability.
(3) The work of Buss et al. [7] considers reachability problems for coupled automata.
These automata do not interact with each other; instead, the system uses a global
control rule which is independent of the identities of the automata. This identity
independence assumption is similar to the use of symmetric Boolean functions in
SDSs.
For additional references on discrete dynamical systems and Hop<eld networks, see
[2,8,16,29,37] and the references therein.
5. Reachability problems with threshold and monotone functions
5.1. Outline of results
This section establishes the complexity of reachability problems for several classes
of SDSs over the Boolean domain. It can be veri<ed that each of the reachability
problems is in PSPACE. Therefore, the proofs address only the PSPACE-hardness
aspect.
We <rst show (Section 5.2) that the reachability problems for (BOOL, SIT)-SDSs are
PSPACE-complete even when the maximum node degree of the underlying graph is
a constant. Next, we show (Section 5.3) that the problems remain PSPACE-complete
for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs which allow the local transition functions to use weights in an
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asymmetric fashion. The PSPACE-completeness results for (BOOL,MON)-SDSs follow
as direct corollaries of the results for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs.
5.2. Hardness result for (BOOL, SIT)-SDSs
Theorem 5.1. There exist constants d2, p2 and n2 such that the t-REACHABILITY,
REACHABILITY and FIXED POINT REACHABILITY problems are PSPACE-complete for
(BOOL;SIT)-SDSs, even when all of the following restrictions hold:
(a) The maximum node degree in the underlying graph is bounded by d2.
(b) The pathwidth (and hence the treewidth) of the underlying graph is bounded
by p2.
(c) The number of distinct local transition functions used is bounded by n2.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that (BOOL, SIT)-SDSs can simulate linear
bounded automata (LBAs). Since the acceptance problem for LBAs is known to be
PSPACE-complete [12], the theorem follows.
Our reduction consists of two steps. The <rst step simulates an LBA with a sequential
circuit consisting of threshold gates and Sip-Sops, and the second step simulates the
sequential circuit with a (BOOL, SIT)-SDS.
First, we recall that an LBA can be simulated by a linear array of <nite automata
(identical except for start state), where the linear array has a <nite automaton for each
cell of the LBA, and the next state of each cell is based on its current state and that of
its immediate neighbors. Furthermore, each of the <nite automata (and thus each cell
of the LBA) can be implemented as a cyclic circuit as follows. In a sequential circuit,
the values of state variables at one time period are speci<ed as Boolean functions
of the variables at the previous time. Our sequential circuit will use AND gates and
OR gates to compute the new values of the state variables, and will use D-FLIP-
FLOPs to store the values of the state variables. (At each time step, a D-FLIP-FLOP
stores the Boolean value of its input.) We use an implementation where there is a
pair of D-FLIP-FLOPs for each state variable: one D-FLIP-FLOP holding the value
of the state variable, and the other holding the complement of the value. Thus, both
complemented and uncomplemented literals are available to the combinational logic
circuit that sets the D-FLIP-FLOPs. We assume that the equation for computing the
new value for each D-FLIP-FLOP is given in a form that has only ANDs, ORs, and
literals (uncomplemented and complemented state variables). By having the values of
all the literals available, we have no need for NOT gates. Thus, the sequential circuit
can be constructed using only AND, OR and D-FLIP-FLOPs. We also require that the
input to each D-FLIP-FLOP is the output of some gate (even if the gate is a single-
input OR gate). Thus, the circuit consists of a network of simple-threshold gates that
set the new values of the D-FLIP-FLOP. It can be seen that the resulting sequential
circuit simulates the given <nite automaton and that the linear array of <nite automata
simulates the given LBA.
We now consider the simulation of the sequential circuit, denoted by S, by a
(BOOL, SIT)-SDS, denoted by S1. First, we specify the underlying graph G1(V1; E1)
of S1 beginning with V1. We classify the nodes in V1 as being either mainstream
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nodes or clock nodes. We further partition the mainstream nodes into computational
nodes, driver nodes, and output nodes. The driver nodes and the output nodes will
be used to represent D-FLIP-FLOPS while the computational nodes will be used to
represent the AND and OR circuit elements.
• For each gate in the combinational network for S, there is exactly one computational
node (thus also a mainstream node) in V1.
• For each D-FLIP-FLOP in S, there are exactly two mainstream nodes in V1: a
driver node and an output node. The driver nodes serve as inputs to the AND and
OR gates of the sequential circuit. The output node is used to store the output of the
D-FLIP-FLOP and thus all the output nodes together can be thought of as storing
the con<guration of the LBA at a given instant in time.
• Each mainstream node of V1 has an associated set of clock nodes; each such set is
referred to as the clock for that mainstream node.
The clock for each mainstream node contains a certain number of clock nodes which
we refer to as the impedance of the mainstream node. The number of clock nodes
depends on the type of mainstream node. For a computational node, the impedance
is two plus the sum of the fan-in and fan-out of the corresponding gate in S. The
impedance of a driver node is three plus the fan-out of the corresponding D-FLIP-
FLOP. The impedance of an output node is 4. We now specify the edge set E1 of G1.
• For each connection in S from the output of a D-FLIP-FLOP to the input of a
gate, there is an edge in E1 between the driver node for that D-FLIP-FLOP and the
computational node for that gate.
• For each pair of gates that are connected in circuit S, there is an edge between the
corresponding computational nodes in G1.
• For each connection in S from the output of a gate to the input of a D-FLIP-FLOP,
there is an edge in E1 between the computational node for that gate and the output
node for that D-FLIP-FLOP.
• For each D-FLIP-FLOP, there is an edge between the driver node and the output
node.
• Within each clock, there is an edge between each of the clock nodes and the main-
stream node with which the clock is associated. Note that each clock node has
an edge only to the mainstream node with which the clock is associated, so that
the clock can be considered as “private” clock for its mainstream node. Also, note
that the impedance of each mainstream node, which equals the number of its clock
nodes, also equals two plus the number of other mainstream nodes connected to that
mainstream node.
We now specify the set of local transition functions F1 of S1.
• The local transition functions for mainstream nodes are simple-threshold functions
given as follows:
◦ A computational node corresponding to a gate of S with threshold t has a simple-
threshold function with threshold equal to t plus the number of nodes in its clock.
◦ Each driver node and each output node have a simple-threshold function with
threshold equal to one plus the number of nodes in its clock.
• For each clock node, the local transition function is the 1-simple-inverted-threshold
function (i.e., the NOR function of its inputs).
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Finally, we specify the permutation 1 of S1. The nodes of S1 appear in the following
order in 1.
(1) The permutation begins with all the computational nodes, in an order that is a
topological sort of the dataSow order in the combinational network of circuit S.
(Thus, if the output of a gate x is an input to gate y, the computational node
corresponding to x precedes the computational node corresponding to y.)
(2) All the driver nodes come next (in an arbitrary order, since there are no edges
between driver nodes).
(3) All the output nodes are listed next (in an arbitrary order).
(4) All the clock nodes are listed next (in an arbitrary order).
This completes the construction of S1 from S. We now explain why the simulation
works. Our simulation uses two transitions of S1 (i.e., two successive applications of
the global transition function FS1 of S1) to simulate one step of S.
We call a con<guration of S1 proper if for each clock, all the nodes within that
clock have the same value. If this value is 1, we say that the clock is ON, and if this
value is 0, we say that the clock is OFF. In the simulation of S by S1, the con<guration
of S1 at the end of each step will be proper.
Consider a mainstream node x of S1 and its clock, during a step of S1. In accordance
with permutation 1, <rst the local transition function for x is evaluated, then later
in the permutation, the local transition functions for the clock nodes associated with
x are evaluated. Suppose that at the start of the step, x’s clock is OFF. When the
local transition function for x is evaluated, all its clock nodes have value 0. Since the
threshold of the local transition function fx at x is greater than the number of remaining
inputs to that function (the inputs corresponding to x itself and to its neighbors that are
also mainstream nodes), fx evaluates to 0, regardless of the values of these remaining
input variables. Next, for each node y within the clock, consider the evaluation of the
corresponding local transition function fy, which is the NOR function. Since node y
and its neighbor x both have value 0, function fy evaluates to 1. Thus, at the end of
one transition of S1, mainstream node x has value 0, and its associated clock nodes
have all been set to 1; that is, clock for x is now ON. Thus, the clock for each
mainstream node is ON.
Now, suppose that at the start of a step of S1, a given clock is ON. As before,
consider the clock’s mainstream node x with its local transition function fx. The clock
nodes of x all have value 1, and so fx will be sensitive to the values of the mainstream
nodes that are neighbors of x. For each clock node y within x’s clock, when the local
transition function fy (which is the NOR function) is evaluated, since y has value 1,
fy evaluates to 0. So, at the end of this step of S1, the mainstream node x has been
set to a value that depends on the values of the mainstream neighbors of x at the time
when fx is evaluated, and the clock for x is now OFF.
We de<ne a con:guration of the circuit S to be an assignment of a Boolean value to
each D-FLIP-FLOP in S. We now de<ne the following mapping g from con<gurations
of S into proper con<gurations of S1. For a con<guration C of S, g(C) is de<ned as
follows.
• Each driver node of S1 has the value of the corresponding D-FLIP-FLOP of S.
• Each computational and output node of S1 has value 0.
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• Each clock for a computational or output node of S1 is ON.
• Each clock for a driver node of S1 is OFF.
Suppose we use FS to denote the global transition function of circuit S. Our key claim
is the following.
Claim 1. For every con:guration C of S, FS1 (FS1 (g(C)))=g(FS(C)).
Proof. Consider two steps of S1, beginning with con<guration g(C). In the <rst step
of S1, the evaluation of the local transition functions of S1 results in the following:
(1) Each computational node x of S1 mimics the corresponding gate of S, and is
set to the output value of that gate. (When the local transition function fx of
node x is evaluated, the neighboring mainstream nodes corresponding to the fan-in
points of the gate corresponding to x in S have the same values as when the gate
is evaluated in S, and the node itself and its neighbors corresponding to fan-out
points have value 0. The threshold of fx is the sum of the impedance and the
threshold t of the corresponding gate of S. The number of clock nodes of x equals
the impedance of x, and since x’s clock is ON, these clock nodes all have value
1. Thus, fx evaluates to 1 iP at least t of the mainstream nodes corresponding to
the gate’s fan-out points have value 1.)
(2) All the driver nodes are set to 0. (The clocks for the driver nodes are all OFF.)
(3) Each output node y is set to the new value of the corresponding D-FLIP-FLOP.
(When the local transition function fy of node y is evaluated, the clock is ON,
the neighboring computational node corresponding to the gate whose output is
the input to the D-FLIP-FLOP has the correct value, and the node itself and its
neighboring driver node have value 0.)
(4) The clocks for computational nodes and output nodes are set to OFF, and the
clocks for driver nodes are set to ON.
In the next step of S1, the evaluation of the local transition functions of S1 results in
the following:
(1) All the computational nodes are set to 0. (Their clocks are all OFF.)
(2) Each driver node is set to the value of its neighboring output node. (When its local
transition function is evaluated, the clock is ON, the neighboring output node has
the new value of the corresponding D-FLIP-FLOP, and the node itself and its
neighboring computational nodes all have value 0.)
(3) All the output nodes are set to 0. (Their clocks are all OFF.)
(4) The clocks for computational and output nodes are set to ON, and the clocks for
driver nodes are set to OFF.
Thus, at the end of the second step of S1, each driver node has the value of the next
state of the corresponding D-FLIP-FLOP of S, each computational and output node
has value 0, each clock for a computational or output node is ON, and each clock for
a driver node is OFF. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
By induction on the number of steps in the operation of S, it can be seen from
Claim 1 that if S starting in con<guration I reaches con<guration B in t steps, then
S1 starting in con<guration g(I) reaches con<guration g(B) in 2t steps. Also note that
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after an odd number of steps of S1, the con<guration of S1 does not lie in the range
of the mapping g. This completes the PSPACE-hardness proofs for the t-REACHABILITY
and REACHABILITY problems for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs.
By carrying out the above reduction starting from an LBA which when it accepts,
reaches a certain state where it cycles forever, it can be seen that the REACHABILITY and
FIXED POINT REACHABILITY problems for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs are also PSPACE-hard.
Graph restrictions and local functions: We complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 by
showing that the indicated restrictions on degree, pathwidth and local functions hold.
First, consider Step 1. Note that for any given LBA, the size of the constructed
sequential circuit is linear in the number of cells of the LBA. Also, since the sequential
circuit implements a linear array of <nite automata, if the circuit is regarded as a graph
with a node for each circuit element, the maximum node degree and the pathwidth (and
hence the treewidth) of the graph are each bounded by a constant independent of the
number of cells of the LBA.
Now consider Step 2. Our transformation replaces each AND, OR and D-FLIP-FLOP
locally by a graph, whose size is bounded by a constant independent of the number
of circuit elements. Moreover, the edge between two nodes corresponding to diPerent
circuit elements exists only if the circuit elements they replaced had an edge. Thus,
the degree of each node and the pathwidth (and hence the treewidth) of the graph are
bounded by constants.
Finally, consider the number of distinct local transition functions used. We use a
simple-inverted threshold function at each clock node. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the fan-in and fan-out of each circuit element is a small constant (no
more than 2). The type of threshold function at a mainstream node depends on the
number of clock nodes it is adjacent to and the sum of fan-in and fan-out of the circuit
element. Given that the total number of clock nodes per circuit element is bounded by
a constant, we get that the number of threshold functions is bounded.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
5.3. Hardness result for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs
Recall that in (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs, each local transition function is a (weighted)
threshold function and that the weights used by the local transition functions may be
asymmetric. In this section, we show that the reachability problems remain PSPACE-
complete for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs. Our proof, which is based on a reduction from the
reachability problems for (BOOL, SIT)-SDSs, essentially shows how simple-inverted-
threshold functions can be simulated using threshold functions that use the weights in
an asymmetric manner. In contrast, we will show in Section 6 that subject to some
technical conditions, the reachability problems can be solved in polynomial time if
asymmetry is not permitted.
Theorem 5.2. There is a polynomial time reduction from a (BOOL, SIT)-SDS S=
(G;F) and con:gurations I and B for S to a (BOOL;AWT)-SDS S1=(G1;F1) and
con:gurations I1 and B1 for S1 such that
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(1) S starting in con:guration I reaches B iB S1 starting in con:guration I1
reaches B1. Moreover, for each t, S reaches B in t steps iB S1 reaches B1 in
t + 1 steps.
(2) S starting in con:guration I reaches a :xed point iB S starting in I1 reaches
a :xed point.
Proof. Given the graph G, the graph G1 of S1 is constructed as follows. Let {x1; x2;
: : : ; xn} denote the nodes of G where the permutation =〈x1; x2; : : : ; xn〉.
If the local transition function fi associated with node xi of G is a simple-threshold
function, then corresponding to xi, the graph G1 will have two nodes, denoted by xi
and x̂i. If the local transition function fi associated with node xi of G is a simple-
inverted-threshold function, then corresponding to xi, the graph G1 will have three
nodes, denoted by xi, x̂i and x
copy
i .
The edges of G1 are constructed as follows. Consider each edge {xi; xj} of G.
Corresponding to this edge, there are either two or four edges in G1 as follows:
(a) If at least one of the local transition functions fi and fj is a simple-threshold
function, then the two edges {xi; xj} and {x̂i ; x̂j} are included in G1.
(b) If at least one of the local transition functions fi and fj is a simple-inverted-
threshold function, then the two edges {xi; x̂j} and {x̂i ; xj} are included in G1.
In addition to the edges speci<ed above, for each i, 16i6n, if the local transition
function fi associated with xi in S is a simple-inverted-threshold function, then the
three edges {xi; x̂i}, {x̂i ; xcopyi }, and {xi; xcopyi } are included in G1.
The permutation 1 for S1 is constructed as follows. Consider each node xi of G.
If fi is a simple-threshold function, then let ′i=〈xi; x̂i〉. If fi is a simple-inverted-
threshold function, then let ′i=〈xcopyi ; xi; x̂i〉. Recall that the permutation  for S is
〈x1; x2; : : : ; xn〉. Permutation 1 for S1 is given by 〈′1; ′2; : : : ; ′n〉.
The local transition functions for the nodes of S1 are chosen as follows. Consider
each node xi of G. Let N (xi)={xi; y1; y2; : : : ; yr} denote the neighbors of xi in G,
including xi itself. Note that |N (xi)|=r +1. Let fi denote the local transition function
associated with xi in S.
(a) Suppose fi is the ki-simple-threshold function. (That is, fi is 1 iP at least ki of
its r + 1 inputs are equal to 1.)
• The local transition function gi associated with xi in S1 is de<ned to be 1 if and
only if at least ki of the inputs from nodes xi, y1; y2; : : : ; yr are equal to 1. (This
is equivalent to saying that in the threshold function gi, each of the r+1 inputs
xi, y1; y2; : : : ; yr has a weight of 1 and each of the other inputs has a weight of
0.)
• The local transition function ĝi associated with x̂i in S1 is de<ned to be 1 if
and only if at least r− ki +2 of the inputs from nodes x̂i ; ŷ1; ŷ2; : : : ; ŷr are equal
to 1.
(b) Suppose fi is the ki-simple-inverted-threshold function. (That is, fi is 0 iP at least
ki of its r + 1 inputs are equal to 1.)
• The local transition function gi associated with xi in S1 is de<ned to be 1 if
and only if at least r− ki +2 of the inputs from nodes x̂i ; ŷ1; ŷ2; : : : ; ŷr are equal
to 1.
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• The local transition function ĝi associated with x̂i in S1 is de<ned to be 1 if
and only if at least ki of the inputs from nodes x
copy
i ; y1; y2; : : : ; yr are equal
to 1.
• The local transition function gcopyi associated with xcopyi in S1 is de<ned to be
1 if and only if the input from node xi is equal to 1.
The intuition behind the above construction is as follows. When S1 executes, at each
time step, each node xi of S1 will have the same state value as the corresponding node
xi of S. Further, the node x̂i of S1 will have the complement of the state value of xi.
The complement value is used to implement the simple-inverted-threshold functions of
S using threshold functions in S1. Recall that when the local transition function fi
associated with xi in S is a simple-inverted-threshold function, S1 also contains the
node xcopyi . The local transition function g
copy
i associated with node x
copy
i saves the (old)
state value of xi into x
copy
i before the state of xi is updated. The threshold function
associated with x̂i uses this saved value to ensure that in S1, at each time step, the
state value of x̂i is the complement of the state value of xi.
We need to specify the initial con<guration I1 and the <nal con<guration B1
for S1. To do this, we <rst de<ne a function  that maps pairs of con<gurations
(X;Y) of S into a con<guration of S1. We specify con<guration  (X;Y) of S1
by specifying the value each node of S1 has in that con<guration, as follows. For
16i6n,  (X;Y)(xi)=X(xi),  (X;Y)(x̂i)=X(xi), and if S1 has the node x
copy
i , then
 (X;Y)(xcopyi )=Y(xi). (Here, we use X(xi) to mean the complement of the Boolean
value X(xi).)
Let us call a con<guration X of S1 proper if for 16i6n, X(xi)=X(x̂i). The
following is an easy observation.
Observation 5.1. For any pair of con:gurations (X;Y) of S, the con:guration
 (X;Y) of S1 is proper.
The next claim points out that when the starting con<guration of S1 is proper, every
subsequent con<guration reached by S1 is also proper.
Claim 2. Suppose C is a proper con:guration of S1. Then FS1 (C) is also a proper
con:guration.
Proof. Recall that corresponding to each node xi of S, there is a group, say Gi,
consisting of either two nodes {xi; x̂i} or three nodes {xcopyi ; xi; x̂i} in S1. For 16i6n,
let the ith substep of S1 consist of the state updates for the group Gi of nodes. We
will argue that at the end of each substep, the con<guration of S1 is proper. Since S1
starts in a proper con<guration, the claim follows.
Assume that the con<guration at the end of the (i − 1)th substep is proper, and
consider the ith substep. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: Gi={xi; x̂i}. In this case, the ith substep updates the two nodes of Gi in the
order 〈xi; x̂i〉. Let M (i)={xi; y1; y2; : : : ; yr} denote the inputs to xi which have weight 1
in the local transition function gi. By our construction, the set Mˆ (i) of inputs to x̂i which
have weight 1 in the local transition function gˆi is given by Mˆ (i)={x̂i ; ŷ1; ŷ2; : : : ; ŷr}.
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Since the con<guration of S1 at the end of substep i−1 is proper, the values of xi and
x̂i are complements of each other before the state of xi is updated, and for 16j6r,
the values yj and ŷj are complements of each other.
Therefore, for any q¿0, q of the values in M (i) are 1 iP r+1− q of the values in
Mˆ (i) are 1. In particular, at least ki of the values in M (i) are 1 iP less than r+2− ki
of the values in Mˆ (i) are 1. Recall that the thresholds of gi and ĝi are ki and r+2−ki,
respectively. Therefore, if the value of xi at the end of substep i is 1 (0), then the
value of x̂i at the end of substep i is 0 (1). In other words, the con<guration at the
end of the ith substep is proper.
Case 2: Gi={xcopyi ; xi; x̂i}. In this case, the ith substep updates these nodes in the
order 〈xcopyi ; xi; x̂i〉. By our construction, the set M (i) of inputs with weight 1 to the
local transition function gi is given by M (i)={x̂i ; ŷ1; ŷ2; : : : ; ŷr}. Further, the set Mˆ (i)
of inputs to x̂i which have weight 1 in the local transition function gˆi is given by
Mˆ (i)={xcopyi ; y1; y2; : : : ; yr}. Further, the only input to the local transition function gcopyi
with weight 1 is xi. Therefore, when the state of x
copy
i is updated, its new state value
is the value of xi at the end of the (i − 1)th substep. This observation in conjunction
with the assumption that the con<guration of S1 before substep i is proper, implies
that at the time when the local transition function ĝi is computed, the values of x̂i
and xcopyi are complements of each other, and for 16j6r, the values yj and ŷj are
complements of each other. Therefore, for any q¿0, q of the values in M (i) are 1 iP
r + 1 − q of the values in Mˆ (i) are 1. In particular, at least r + 2 − ki of the values
in M (i) are 1 iP less than ki of the values in Mˆ (i) are 1. Recall that the thresholds of
gi and ĝi are r − ki + 2 and ki, respectively. Therefore, if the value of xi at the end
of substep i is 1 (0), then the value of x̂i at the end of substep i is 0 (1). In other
words, the con<guration at the end of the ith substep is proper in this case also, and
this completes the proof of Claim 2.
Our next claim points out that S1 properly simulates S.
Claim 3. For any pair of con:gurations (X;Y) of S; FS1 ( (X;Y))= (FS(X);X).
Proof. Let FS(X)=C; FS1 ( (X;Y))=C1, and  (FS(X);X)=C2.
(1) Consider any node xi of S1; 16i6n. We must show that C1(xi)=C2(xi).
Recall that node xi in S corresponds to node xi of S1. There are two cases to
consider.
Case 1: The local transition function fi of xi in S is a ki-simple-threshold-function.
By our construction, the inputs with weight 1 to the local transition function gi of
xi in S1 are exactly those inputs to the local transition function fi in S. Further, the
mapping  ensures that each input with weight 1 to gi has exactly the same value
as that of the corresponding input to fi, and the threshold of gi is also ki. There-
fore, the values computed by fi and gi are identical. In other words, C1(xi)=C(xi).
Now, by the de<nition of  , the value of C2(xi)= (FS(X);X)(xi)=C(xi). Therefore,
C1(xi)=C2(xi) in this case.
Case 2: The local transition function fi of xi in S is a ki-simple-inverted-threshold-
function.
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Let M (i)={xi; y1; y2; : : : ; yr} denote the inputs to the function fi in S. By our
construction, the set M1(i) of inputs with weight 1 to the local transition function
gi of xi in S1 is given by M1(i)={x̂i ; ŷ1; ŷ2; : : : ; ŷr}. By Observation 5.1,  (X;Y)
is a proper con<guration of S1. So, each value in M (i) is the complement of the
corresponding value in M1(i). Therefore, for any q¿0, q values in M (i) are 1 iP
r + 1− q values in M1(i) are 1. In particular, less than ki values in M (i) are 1 iP at
least r + 2 − ki values in M1(i) are 1. The threshold of gi is r + 2 − ki. Hence, the
values computed by fi and gi are identical, and C1(xi)=C2(xi) in this case also.
(2) Consider any node x̂i of S1; 16i6n. We must show that C1(x̂i)=C2(x̂i).
By Observation 5.1,  (X;Y) is a proper con<guration of S1. Thus, from Claim 2,
C1=FS1 ( (X;Y)) is also a proper con<guration. That is, C1(x̂i)=C1(xi). By the def-
inition of the mapping  , C2(x̂i)= (FS(X);X)(x̂i)=C(xi). From the proof for (1)
above, we know that C1(xi)=C(xi). Therefore, C1(x̂i)=C2(x̂i).
(3) Consider any i, 16i6n, for which C1 has the node x
copy
i . We must show that
C1(x
copy
i )=C2(x
copy
i ).
As argued in the proof of Claim 2, xcopyi saves the value of xi before xi is updated.
Therefore, C1(x
copy
i )=X(xi). By the de<nition of the mapping  , C2(x
copy
i )= (FS(X);
X)(xcopyi )=X(xi). Therefore, C1(x
copy
i )=C2(x
copy
i ).
This completes the proof of Claim 3.
Recall that the initial and <nal con<gurations of S are I and B, respectively. We
can now specify the initial and <nal con<gurations I1 and B1 of S1 as follows. Let
I0 denote the con<guration of S where the state of every node of S is 0. We set
I1 to be the con<guration  (I;I0) and B1 to be  (FS(B);B). The following claim
is an easy consequence of Claim 3 and induction on t.
Claim 4. Let S be the given (BOOL, SIT)-SDS with initial and :nal con:guration I.
Let S1 be the (BOOL, AWT)-SDS constructed as above with initial con:guration I1.
Then, for all t¿1, (S1;I1; t)= ((S;I; t); (S;I; t − 1)).
Theorem 5.2 is a direct consequence of Claim 4.
We observe that the weights used in the local transition functions of the (BOOL;
AWT)-SDS S1 constructed above are from {0; 1}. By carrying out the reduction from a
(BOOL, SIT)-SDS in which the number of distinct local transition functions is a constant
and whose underlying graph has bounded degree and bounded pathwidth (treewidth),
we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.1. There exist constants d3, p3 and n3 such that the t-REACHABILITY,
REACHABILITY and FIXED POINT REACHABILITY problems are PSPACE-complete for
(BOOL;AWT)-SDSs, even when all of the following restrictions hold.
(a) The maximum node degree in the underlying graph is bounded by d3.
(b) The pathwidth (and hence the treewidth) of the underlying graph is bounded
by p3.
(c) The number of distinct local transition functions used is bounded by n3.
(d) The weights used in the local transition functions are from {0; 1}.
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Further, we can replace the weight 0 in the proof of the above corollary by the
value 1=(d3 + 2), where d3 is the constant denoting the maximum node degree in the
underlying graph G1 of SDS S1. With this weight, even if all the inputs which were
previously assigned a weight of 0 were to be 1, the total contribution from all those
inputs will still be less than 1; that is, the threshold function at any node will not
be sensitive to any of the inputs with weight 1=(d3 + 2). When each weight is from
{1=(d3 + 2); 1}, the ratio of the maximum to minimum weight is d3 + 2, a constant.
Thus, we also get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2. The reachability problems are PSPACE-complete for (BOOL, AWT)-
SDSs which in addition to Conditions (a); (b) and (c) of Corollary 5.1, also satisfy
the condition that the ratio of the largest to the smallest weight used in the local
transition functions is a constant.
The above corollary points out that asymmetric weights are su=cient to make the reach-
ability problems for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs PSPACE-complete; a large ratio of maximum
to minimum weights is not needed.
It can be seen that each threshold function that uses only nonnegative weights is a
monotone function. Therefore, we also get the following:
Corollary 5.3. The reachability problems are PSPACE-complete for (BOOL,MON)-
SDSs even when Conditions (a); (b) and (c) of Corollary 5.1 hold.
6. Polynomial time algorithms for (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs
As mentioned in Section 2.2, in (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs, the local transition functions
(which are threshold functions) use weights in a symmetric manner. More precisely,
for each edge {x; y} of the SDS, the weight of the input corresponding to y used in
the local transition function fx is equal to the weight of the input corresponding to x
used in the local transition function fy. Therefore, we envision this weight as being
associated with the edge {x; y}, and denote it by w({x; y}). Also, for each node x, the
weight of the input corresponding to x used in fx can be envisioned as the weight of
the node x, denoted by w(x).
In this section, we show that the reachability problems remain e=ciently solvable
for (BOOL, SWT)-SDSs, provided all the weights are strictly positive and the ratio of
the largest weight to the smallest weight is bounded by a polynomial in the size of
the given SDS.
Throughout Section 6, S is a (BOOL, SWT)-SDS in which all the node and edge
weights are strictly positive. For a node v, let kv denote the threshold value for the
local transition function fv, and let W (v) denote the sum of the weight of v and the
weights of all the edges incident on v. If kv¡0, then since all the node and edge
weights are strictly positive, fv is the constant function which is 1 for all inputs. This
function can be realized by setting kv=0. Further, if kv¿W (v), then fv is the constant
function which is 0 for all inputs. This function can realized by setting kv=W (v) + +,
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for any + ¿ 0. Therefore, we assume that for each node v, 06kv6W (v) + +, where
the value +¿0 can be chosen appropriately.
For each node v, de<ne T1(v)=kv and T0(v)=W (v)− kv + +. Since 06kv6W (v) +
+, both T1(v) and T0(v) are nonnegative. The value T1(v) can be envisioned as the
minimum total weight of the 1-inputs to the local transition function fv such that the
output of fv is 1. Similarly, the value T0(v) can be envisioned as the minimum total
weight of the 0-inputs to the local transition function fv such that the output of fv is
0. Note that for any node v, T1(v) and T0(v) are nonnegative even if the function fv
is a constant function (i.e., fv is 0 for all inputs or fv is 1 for all inputs).
Theorem 6.1. Let S be a (BOOL, SWT)-SDS in which all the node and edge weights
are strictly positive. Let wmax denote the largest value among the node and edge
weights, and let wmin denote the smallest node weight. If the ratio wmax=wmin is
bounded by a polynomial in the size of S, then the t-REACHABILITY, REACHABILITY
and FIXED POINT REACHABILITY problems for S can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. We use a potential function argument. Given a (BOOL, SWT)-SDSS and a con-
<guration C for S we assign a potential to each node and each edge in the underlying
graph G as discussed below.
The potential P(C; v) of a node v with respect to con<guration C is de<ned as
follows:
P(C; v) =
{
T1(v) if C(v) = 1;
T0(v) if C(v) = 0:
The potential P(C; e) of an edge e={u; v} with respect to con<guration C is de<ned
as follows:
P(C; e) =
{
w(e) if e={u; v} and C(u) = C(v);
0 otherwise:
For a con<guration C, the potential of S is de<ned by
P(C;S) =
∑
v∈V
P(C; v) +
∑
e∈E
P(C; e):
The following claim gives upper and lower bounds on the potential of S for any
con<guration C.
Claim 5. For any con:guration C; 06P(C;S)6(3m+ n)wmax + n+, where n and m
are, respectively, the number of nodes and edges of G.
Proof. First, consider the lower bound. As observed earlier, for any node v, the values
T0(v) and T1(v) are both nonnegative. Thus, P(C; v)¿0 for all v ∈ V . Since the edge
weights are strictly positive, P(C; e)¿0 for all e ∈ E. Thus, P(C;S)¿0.
We prove the upper bound on the potential of S by considering the contributions
of the nodes and edges separately. For any node v, T0(v) and T1(v) are each bounded
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by W (v) + +. Therefore, P(C; v)6W (v) + +. For each v∈V , let v denote the degree
of v. Since the weight of each edge and node is at most wmax, and W (v) also includes
the weight w(v) of the node v, we have W (v)6(v + 1)wmax. Therefore,∑
v∈V
P(C; v)6
∑
v∈V
[(v + 1)wmax + +]
= (2m+ n)wmax + n+: (1)
For any edge e, P(C; e)6w(e)6wmax. Therefore,∑
e∈E
P(C; e)6 mwmax: (2)
From Eqs. (1) and (2), it follows that P(C;S)6(3m + n)wmax + n+. This completes
the proof of Claim 5.
The next claim points out that the potential of S decreases whenever the state of
a node changes. In stating the claim, we think of each step of S as consisting of n
substeps, where each substep involves the evaluation of the local transition function at
a node and updating the state of that node.
Claim 6. Suppose v is a node of S that undergoes a state change during a step of S.
Let C and C′ denote respectively the con:guration of S just prior to the substep and
just after the substep in which the state of v changes. Then, P(C′;S)6P(C;S)−wmin.
Proof. Let the state of node v change from a to b in the substep under consideration.
As part of this substep, when fv is evaluated, let Wa(v) denote the total weight of all
the edges between v and a neighbor of v whose state value is a. Similarly, let Wb(v)
denote the total weight of all the edges between v and a neighbor of v whose state
value is b. When the state of v changes from a to b, only the potential of node v and
the potentials of the edges incident on v may change; the potentials of other nodes and
edges of G are unaPected.
Before the change in the state of v, let 2(v) denote the sum of the potential of v
and the potentials of the edges incident on v. Clearly, 2(v)=Ta(v) +Wb(v). Let 2′(v)
denote the sum of the potential of v and the potentials of the edges incident on v after
the change in the state of v. As before, 2′(v)=Tb(v) + Wa(v). Since the state of v
changed from a to b, we have Wb(v)¿Tb(v) and Wa(v)+w(v) ¡ Ta(v). Consequently,
2(v)¿Ta(v)+ Tb(v) and 2′(v) ¡ Ta(v)+ Tb(v)−w(v). Thus, the decrease in potential
due to the change in state of v is 2(v)− 2′(v) ¿ w(v)¿wmin. Claim 6 follows.
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 6.1. From Claim 5, the initial potential
of the SDS S is at most Pmax=(3m + n)wmax + n+. Each state change decreases the
potential by at least wmin. Since the total potential of the SDS is always nonnegative,
after at most Pmax=wmin steps of the SDS, no state changes can occur; that is, the
SDS reaches a <xed point.
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Let 3=(3m+ n)wmax=wmin and 4=3 − 3. Note that 4¡1, and that
Pmax=wmin = (3m+ n)wmax=wmin+ 4+ n+=wmin :
By choosing + so that 0¡+¡(1− 4)wmin=n, we have 4+ n+=wmin¡1. This ensures that
Pmax=wmin=(3m+ n)wmax=wmin, which in turn, is an upper bound the number of
steps before S reaches a <xed point.
Since the ratio wmax=wmin is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the SDS, S
reaches a <xed point within a polynomial number of steps. Thus, the REACHABILITY,
t-REACHABILITY and FIXED POINT REACHABILITY problems for the SDS S can be solved
in polynomial time.
7. Applications: Hopeld networks and communicating nite state machines
We discuss brieSy how our results can be directly used to imply appropriate lower
bounds for classes of Hop<eld networks and communicating <nite state machines.
Hop:eld networks: As discussed earlier, our lower bounds for reachability problems
for (BOOL, AWT)-SDSs directly imply that reachability problems for Hop<eld networks
with sequential update and asymmetric weights are PSPACE-hard. Moreover, the result
holds for very small edge weights, bounded degree and bounded pathwidth (and hence
treewidth) graphs. To our knowledge, such results have not been reported earlier. Our
model of SDSs with simple-threshold and simple-inverted-threshold functions and the
corresponding PSPACE-hard lower bounds for the reachability problems suggest a
potentially new variant of Hop<eld networks.
Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSMs): CFSMs have been widely studied
as models of concurrent processes. As a result, a number of models have been proposed
in the literature. Since these models were proposed for diPerent applications, they
are not always equivalent. We refer the reader to [1,6,14,17,18,24,30,28,34,36] for
de<nitions, results, applications and the state of current research in this area. The basic
setup consists of a collection of <nite state machines. These machines communicate
with each other via explicit channels [6,28,14] or via action symbols [30,34]. Our
results apply to both these variants. To see this, we note the following:
(1) Simple-threshold and simple-inverted-threshold functions can be easily represented
as <nite state machines (FSMs) that essentially emulate a counter. The FSM cor-
responding to each node of an SDS consists of two parts, namely a control part
and a part simulating the threshold function. (For some models, we can sometimes
eliminate the control part.)
(2) Sequential update of the nodes of an SDS can be simulated by using n distinct (one
for each machine) action symbols that in ePect imply that each FSM is updated
in the order determined from the ordering used for the given SDS. When dealing
with explicit channels, this can be done by initializing all the FIFO I=O channels
and using the control part to make sure that each machine corresponding to a
threshold function makes a transition only after all its inputs have been received.
At that point, the transition simply consists of counting how many inputs are 1
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and how many are 0. After this, the machine posts the result of evaluating the
function on each of its output channels.
Given these observations, the remaining details of the simulation are fairly straight-
forward. Our results show that the PSPACE-hardness results for reachability problems
for CFSMs hold for extremely simple individual automata communicating using very
simple rules. Thus, the results extend some of the earlier results in [34,30] on the
complexity reachability problems for communicating state machines.
8. Summary and conclusions
We showed that the reachability problems for SDSs, where each local transition
function is either a simple-threshold function or a simple-inverted-threshold function,
are PSPACE-complete. We also showed that these intractability results extend to SDSs
with monotone local transition functions and to other dynamical system models such
as Hop<eld networks and communicating <nite state machines.
Additional results for other restricted SDSs are reported in [4]. For example, it
is shown in [4] that for SDSs over a unitary semiring with linear local transition
functions, the t-REACHABILITY problem can be solved in polynomial time. It is also
shown that every Boolean SDS where each local transition function is the 3-simple-
threshold function reaches a <xed point in at most 3n=2 steps, where n is the number
of nodes in the underlying graph.
Our results for SDSs with threshold functions provide one way of delineating classes
of SDSs for which reachability problems are intractable and the classes of SDSs for
which reachability problems are e=ciently solvable. However, an exact characteriza-
tion of the complexity of reachability problems for SDSs remains an intriguing open
problem.
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